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a new york times bestseller a washington post notable nonfiction book of 2020 named a best book of 2020 by npr a fascinating scientific cultural spiritual and evolutionary history of the way humans breathe and how we’ve all been doing it wrong for a long long time elizabeth gilbert author of big magic and eat pray love no matter what you eat how much you exercise how skinny or young or wise you are none of it matters if you’re not breathing properly there is nothing more essential to our health and well being than breathing take air in let it out repeat twenty five thousand times a day yet as a species humans have lost the ability to breathe correctly with grave consequences journalist james nestor travels the world to figure out what went wrong and how to fix it the answers aren’t found in pulmonology labs as we might expect but in the muddy digs of ancient burial sites secret soviet facilities new jersey choir schools and the smoggy streets of são paulo nestor tracks down men and women exploring the hidden science behind ancient breathing practices like pranayama sudarshan kriya and tummo and teams up with pulmonary tinkerers to scientifically test long held beliefs about how we breathe modern research is showing us that making even slight adjustments to the way we inhale and exhale can jump start athletic performance rejuvenate internal organs halt snoring asthma and autoimmune disease and even straighten scoliotic spines none of this should be possible and yet it is drawing on thousands of years of medical texts and recent cutting edge studies in pulmonology psychology biochemistry and human physiology breath turns the conventional wisdom of what we thought we knew about our most basic biological function on its head you will never breathe the same again
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hart’s argument that we need to drastically revise our current view of illegal drugs is both powerful and timely when it comes to the legacy of this country’s war on drugs we should all share his outrage the New York Times book review from one of the world’s foremost experts on the subject a powerful argument that the greatest damage from drugs flows from their being illegal and a hopeful reckoning with the possibility of their use as part of a responsible and happy life Dr. Carl Hart, Ziff professor at Columbia University and former chair of the department of psychology, is one of the world’s preeminent experts on the effects of so-called recreational drugs on the human mind and body. Dr. Hart is open about the fact that he uses drugs himself in a happy balance with the rest of his full and productive life as a researcher and professor husband, father, and friend in Drug Use for Grown-Ups he draws on decades of research and his own personal experience to argue definitively that the criminalization and demonization of drug use, not drugs themselves, have been a tremendous scourge on America not least in reinforcing this country’s enduring structural racism. Dr. Hart did not always have this view; he came of age in one of Miami’s most troubled neighborhoods at a time when many ills were being laid at the door of crack cocaine. His initial work as a researcher was aimed at proving that drug use caused bad outcomes, but one problem kept cropping up: the evidence from his research did not support his hypothesis from inside the massively well-funded research arm of the American war on drugs he saw how the facts did not support the ideology the truth was dismissed and distorted in order to keep fear and outrage stoked the funds rolling in and black and brown bodies behind bars. Drug use for grown-ups will be controversial to be sure the propaganda war Dr. Hart argues has been tremendously effective imagine if the only subject of any discussion about driving automobiles was fatal car crashes drug use for grown-ups.
Horizon 2019-03-19

one of the best books of the year the new york times npr the guardian from pole to pole and across decades of lived experience national book award winning author barry lopez delivers his most far ranging yet personal work to date horizon moves indelibly immersively through the author’s travels to six regions of the world from western oregon to the high arctic from the galápagos to the kenyan desert from botany bay in australia to finally unforgettably the ice shelves of antarctica along the way lopez probes the long history of humanity’s thirst for exploration including the prehistoric peoples who trekked across skraeling island in northern canada the colonialists who plundered central africa an enlightenment era englishman who sailed the pacific a native american emissary who found his way into isolationist japan and today’s ecotourists in the tropics and always throughout his journeys to some of the hottest coldest and most desolate places on the globe lopez searches for meaning and purpose in a broken world
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did you know medical interventions have become the third leading cause of death in america an estimated 10 percent of americans are implanted with medical devices like pacemakers artificial hips cardiac stents etc the overwhelming majority of high risk implanted devices have never undergone a single clinical trial in the danger within us award winning journalist jeanne lenzer brings these horrifying statistics to life through the story of one working
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class man who after his cure nearly kills him ends up in a battle for justice against the medical establishment his crusade leads lenzer on a journey through the dark underbelly of the medical device industry a fascinating and disturbing world that hasn't been written about before what lenzer exposes will shock readers rampant corruption elaborate cover ups shameless profiteering and astonishing lack of oversight all of which leads to dangerous devices from artificial hips to pacemakers going to market and into our bodies in the vein of america's bitter pill and a civil action the danger within us is a stirring call for reform and a must read for anyone who cares about the future of american healthcare before you get anything implanted in your body read this book shannon brownlee author of overtreated
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a new york times bestseller more people than ever before see themselves as addicted to or recovering from addiction whether it be alcohol or drugs prescription meds sex gambling porn or the internet but despite the unprecedented attention our understanding of addiction is trapped in unfounded 20th century ideas addiction as a crime or as brain disease and in equally outdated treatment challenging both the idea of the addict's broken brain and the notion of a simple addictive personality the new york times bestseller unbroken brain offers a radical and groundbreaking new perspective arguing that addictions are learning disorders and shows how seeing the condition this way can untangle our current debates over treatment prevention and policy like autistic traits addictive behaviors fall on a spectrum and they can be a normal response to an extreme situation by illustrating what addiction is and is not the book illustrates how timing history family peers culture and chemicals come together to create both illness and recovery and why there is no addictive personality or single treatment that works for all combining maia
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szalavitz’s personal story with a distillation of more than 25 years of science and research unbroken brain provides a paradigm shifting approach to thinking about addiction her writings on radical addiction therapies have been featured in the washington post vice magazine the wall street journal and the new york times in addition to multiple other publications she has been interviewed about her book on many radio shows including fresh air with terry gross and the brian lehrer show

**Operation and maintenance, [May 6, 1975 1975]**

machines drive our world mechanical devices in assembly lines churn out all our products from candy bars to cars engines power our vehicles and factories our homes depend on appliances like washers and water heaters the work of machine maintenance professionals is crucial to keep these devices humming careers in this field are rewarding because they involve problem solving and hands on work makerspaces give young people the opportunity to explore and develop the skills needed for machine maintenance careers this instructive resource reveals how sharing ideas equipment and knowledge through makerspaces can open doors to a wide range of opportunities in machine maintenance

**Automobile Dealer and Repairer 1918**

across the united states newsrooms are grappling with systemic racism in their organizations and the media industry many have implemented diversity equity and inclusion dei initiatives or made other attempts to confront past and present biases in pursuit of greater equity are such efforts merely performative or are any transforming norms and power structures what would it take to hold newsrooms truly accountable andrea wenzel provides a
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critical look at how local media organizations in the Philadelphia area are attempting to address structural racism she focuses on two established majority white newsrooms the Philadelphia Inquirer and the public radio station WHYY and two start ups where at least half the staff identify as Black Indigenous or People of Color BIPOC Resolve Philly and Kensington Voice drawing on more than five years of field research Wenzel charts how these outlets have pursued a range of interventions such as tracking the diversity of sources examining reporting and editing practices and working with community members to gain input to varying degrees of success Wenzel argues that institutional and systemic transformation will be possible only through the establishment of structures that facilitate holding those with more power responsible for listening to and addressing the needs and concerns of those with less offering recommendations for building infrastructure that enables sustainable accountability Antiracist journalism is an important book for everyone interested in making local journalism more equitable
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The definitive guide to keeping your brain healthy for a long and lucid life by one of the world's leading scientists in the field of brain health and ageing the brain is our most vital and complex organ it controls and coordinates our actions thoughts and interactions with the world around us it is the source of personality of our sense of self and it shapes every aspect of our human experience yet most of us know precious little about how our brains actually work or what we can do to optimise their performance whilst cognitive decline is the biggest long term health worry for many of us practical knowledge of how to look after our brain is thin on the ground in this ground breaking new book leading expert professor James Goodwin explains how simple strategies concerning exercise diet social life and sleep can...
transform your brain health paradigm and shows how you can keep your brain youthful and stay sharp across your life combining the latest scientific research with insightful storytelling and practical advice. "Supercharge Your Brain" reveals everything you need to know about how your brain functions and what you can do to keep it in peak condition.
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1 New York Times bestseller, the story of modern medicine and bioethics and indeed race relations is refracted beautifully and movingly. "The American Exporter" is now a major motion picture from HBO starring Oprah Winfrey and Rose Byrne. One of the most influential CNN defining LitHub and Best the Philadelphia Inquirer books of the decade. One of Essence’s 50 most impactful black books of the past 50 years. Winner of the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize for nonfiction. Named one of the best books of the year by the New York Times Book Review, Entertainment Weekly, O, the Oprah Magazine, NPR, Financial Times, New York Independent, UK Times, UK Publishers Weekly, Library Journal, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist, Globe and Mail. Her name was Henrietta Lacks but scientists know her as Hela. She was a poor Southern tobacco farmer who worked the same land as her slave ancestors yet her cells, taken without her knowledge, became one of the most important tools in medicine. The first immortal human cells grown in culture which are still alive today, though she has been dead for more than sixty years. Hela cells were vital for developing the polio vaccine, uncovering secrets of cancer viruses, and the atom bomb’s effects. They helped lead to important advances like in vitro fertilization, cloning, and gene mapping and have been bought and sold by the billions yet Henrietta Lacks remains virtually unknown. Buried in an unmarked grave, Henrietta’s family did not learn of her immortality until more than twenty years after her death. When scientists investigating Hela began using her husband and children in research without...
informed consent and though the cells had launched a multimillion dollar industry that sells human biological materials her family never saw any of the profits as rebecca skloot so brilliantly shows the story of the lacks family past and present is inextricably connected to the dark history of experimentation on african americans the birth of bioethics and the legal battles over whether we control the stuff we are made of over the decade it took to uncover this story rebecca became enmeshed in the lives of the lacks family especially henrietta s daughter deborah deborah was consumed with questions had scientists cloned her mother had they killed her to harvest her cells and if her mother was so important to medicine why couldn t her children afford health insurance intimate in feeling astonishing in scope and impossible to put down the immortal life of henrietta lacks captures the beauty and drama of scientific discovery as well as its human consequences
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best book of the year npr wall street journal boston globe library journal crimereads litreactor air mail longlisted for the joyce carol oates prize a today show readwithjenna book club pick an instant new york times bestseller new york times bestselling and award winning author megan abbott s exquisite new novel dark and juicy and tinged with horror the new york times books review set against the hothouse of a family run ballet studio with their long necks sheer tights and taut buns dara and marie durant have only known the course of a well bred dancer not much changes when their parents face death in a tragic accident as dara and marie take over their mother s duty of running the durant school of dance along with charlie dara s husband and once their mother s prized student the sisters perfect a fine dance circling around one another six days a week keeping the studio thriving but when another eerily suspicious accident occurs just at the onset of the
school s annual performance of the nutcracker a season of tense competition provoked anxiety and wild exhilaration an interloper arrives and threatens the sisters delicate balance with its uncanny insight and writing that haunts the turnout is megan abbott at the height of her game a sharp and strange dissection of family ties and sexuality femininity and power and a sinister tale that is both alarming and irresistible

The Danger Within Us 2017-12-12

as any traveler knows some of the best and most honest conversations take place during car rides so when a long time npr correspondent wanted to learn more about the real china he started driving a cab and discovered a country amid seismic political and economic change china america s most important competitor is at a turning point with economic growth slowing chinese people face inequality and uncertainty as their leaders tighten control at home and project power abroad in this adventurous original book npr correspondent frank langfitt describes how he created a free taxi service offering rides in exchange for illuminating conversation to go beyond the headlines and get to know a wide range of colorful compelling characters representative of the new china they include folks like beer a slippery salesman who tries to sell langfitt a used car rocky a farm boy turned shanghai lawyer and chen who runs an underground christian church and moves his family to america in search of a better freer life blending unforgettable characters evocative travel writing and insightful political analysis the shanghai free taxi is a sharply observed and surprising book that will help readers make sense of the world s other superpower at this extraordinary moment
Unbroken Brain 2016-04-05

in search of the best america there ever was bestselling author and award winning journalist bob greene finds it in a small nebraska town few people pass through today a town where greene discovers the echoes of the most touching love story imaginable a love story between a country and its sons during world war ii american soldiers from every city and walk of life rolled through north platte nebraska on troop trains en route to their ultimate destinations in europe and the pacific the tiny town wanting to offer the servicemen warmth and support transformed its modest railroad depot into the north platte canteen every day of the year every day of the war the canteen staffed and funded entirely by local volunteers was open from five a m until the last troop train of the day pulled away after midnight astonishingly this remote plains community of only 12 000 people provided welcoming words friendship and baskets of food and treats to more than six million gis by the time the war ended in this poignant and heartwarming eyewitness history based on interviews with north platte residents and the soldiers who once passed through bob greene tells a classic lost in the mists of time american story of a grateful country honoring its brave and dedicated sons
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why medication assisted treatment the most effective tool for battling opioid addiction is significantly underused in the united states bronze winner of the 2021 ippy book award in health medicine nutrition gold winner of the 2020 foreword indies award in health america s addiction crisis is growing worse more than 115 americans die daily from opioid overdoses with half a million
deaths expected in the next decade time and again scientific studies show that medications like suboxone and methadone are the most reliable and effective treatment yet more than 60 percent of us addiction treatment centers fail to provide access to them in the opioid fix barbara andraka christou highlights both the promise and the underuse of medication assisted treatment mat addiction andraka christou writes is a chronic medical condition why treat it then outside of mainstream medicine drawing on more than 100 in depth interviews with people in recovery their family members treatment providers and policy makers andraka christou reveals a troubling landscape characterized by underregulated treatment centers and unnecessary ideological battles between twelve step support groups and medication providers the resistance to mat from physicians who won t prescribe it to drug courts that prohibit it to politicians who overregulate it showcases the narrow mindedness of the system and why it isn t working recounting the true stories of people in recovery this groundbreaking book argues that mat needs to be available to anyone suffering from opioid addiction unlike other books about the opioid crisis which have largely focused on causal factors like pharmaceutical overprescription and heroin trafficking this book focuses on people who have already developed an opioid addiction but are struggling to find effective treatment validating the experience of hundreds of thousands of americans the opioid fix sounds a loud call for policy reforms that will help put lifesaving drugs into the hands of those who need them the most


special edition of the federal register containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect with

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

Antiracist Journalism 2023-11-14

winner of iie book of the month december 2013 the introduction of reverse supply chains has created many challenges in network design transportation selection of used products selection and evaluation of suppliers performance measurement marketing related issues end of life eol alternative selection remanufacturing disassembly and product acquisition management to name a few under the guidance of an expert editor and with contributions from pioneers in the field reverse supply chains issues and analysis addresses several important issues faced by strategic tactical and operation planners of reverse supply chains using efficient models in a variety of decision making situations providing easy to use mathematical and or simulation modeling based solution methodologies for a majority of the issues the book introduces the basic concepts of reverse logistics and systematically analyzes the literature by classifying more than 400 published references into
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five major types of product returns it then identifies the basic activities and scope of reverse logistics examining its drivers and barriers as well as major issues and challenges the chapters cover metrics for quantitatively comparing competing new product designs for end of life disassembly on a reverse production line how to use the theory of constraints thinking processes to determine the core problems in reverse logistics and an integrated multi criteria decision making methodology using taguchi loss functions ahp analytic hierarchy process and fuzzy programming they explore issues associated with remanufacturing and green and resilient supply chain management and propose system modeling based on graph theory and network flows application to analyze material resource flows in the life cycle of a product reverse supply chains is a new and fast growing area of research and only a handful of books are on the market however those books discuss specific projects rather than provide a cohesive focus on the topics this book will provide a foundation and understanding of the topic and also highlight how current issues can be approached in a decision making situation using the appropriate technique
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